Multiple primary cancers in Indian population: metachronous and synchronous lesions.
A retrospective study of 177 patients attending Tata Memorial Hospital over a period of 40 years from 1942 through 1981 is presented. These patients who had "primary lesions" in the head and neck region, breast, esophagus, lung, and elsewhere as carcinoma or sarcoma developed "second primary" at different sites, after the treatment for the primary lesion after a variable period over years--as "metachronous lesions" (139 patients). Another group of patients presented with "double primary" at initial clinical examination and investigations, and these were "synchronous" lesions (38 patients). The analysis brings out the relationship of these lesions in both groups to each other with reference to habits in Indian population, viz, pan chewing, tobacco smoking, and alcohol consumption and time interval and histological variations among these lesions. An interesting relationship has been observed in certain aerodigestive tract primary lesions developing second cancer due to continued effect of "carcinogens," as habits are hard to die even after developing cancer. Analysis also brings out an interesting observation of involvement of "physiologically and anatomically" related organs developing second cancer at an interval or concurrently. A solitary pulmonary nodule or an opacity in a patient with extrathoracic cancer should not be considered as "metastatic" unless proved otherwise; metachronous lesions need to be treated energetically, adequately, efficiently, and aggressively in certain clinical situations for better results and salvage.